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Annals of Economic and Social Measurement. 4 I. 1975

MEASUREMENT OF THE COST OF LIVING INCLUDiNG THE
PUBLIC SECTOR

BY MARTIN DAVID

Since 1948 the (P1. Con sunier Price Index, has become a less sat isf aclory indicator of 051 a) living.

COL, as it relates to a limited and declining fraction of goterament product. This paper analyses the j,roh-

lems in constructing a COL index that makes adequate allowance for changes in the quality and relaiiie

importance of government services in the consumer's consumption patterns. A proposal jr attitudinal

,neasures of COL is detelopd. In addition a strategy for using existing expenditure and government

data is presented.

I. JNTROI)UCTION

Government activity constitutes a large and universally acknowledged fraction

of the total national product. Accounting for government in a measure of the

consumer's cost of living (COL) is clearly essential to understanding the changing

welfare of individuals in the economy. Yet. at the present time, neither an official

COL indicator for private commodities, nor a system for developing the COL

index for public and private goods together exists.

By default the consumer price index (CPL) is used as a measure of the change

in real purchasing power of the consumer. Increasing reliance is placed on the CPL

to guide macro-policy, to escalate wages in labor contracts, and to compute

subsistence standards used in income maintenance payments. Reliance on the

CPI has increased despite a secular increase in the role of government in the

national product and enormous qualitative shifts in the quality and mix of govern-

ment services.
I would guess that the change in the consumer price index since 1948 over-

states decreases in consumer welfare. I assume (and these assumptions are debat-

able) that increasing income has caused substitution in favor of government

services so that price indices of private products relate to a smaller share of total

consumption. I also assume that the quality of government goods has increased

substantially so that changes in the cost of inputs included in consumer price

indices do not reflect changes in the unit costs of goods enjoyed.

It is because such guesses cannot be challenged by existing studies that

economists need to concern themselves with the measurement of the cost of

living including the public sector. This paper provides a conceptual framework for

addressing the measurement ofCOL including government and offers ajudgement

on an appropriate strategy for research in this field. in the process the relevant

literature is reviewed. No computations are offered as a solution to the measure-

ment problem; that must be tackled in future work.

We have made little progress in developing price indices for public services

since the global scrutiny that was given the problem by the Stigler Comtnission
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(1961). At the same time the field ofpublic finance has advanced its tlflderstafldiflgfthe theory of public goods, particularly local public goods. I believe it is now p.sible to point towards a number of lines for research on the prices of
public goodsthat will lead to useful indices of consumer welfare.

To assess the problems that beset the development of indices of the price ofpublic services Ishafl begin with a review ofa number of issues that must be dealtwith in any measurement effort. The basic concern of this paper is
to discuss themeans for assessing the welfare of the consumer. Historically, we have used priceindices as a tool to that end --if the bundle of goods consumed last year Costs lessat today's prices, we surmise that the Consumer is better off The paradoxescreated by weighting indexes of prices by diftrent fixed

commodity bundles leadto the more natural concept of a cost of living index (Christensen and Manser,1973). The cost of living is the dollar cost of maintaining a fixed level of utility.Over time the consumer may substitute one commodity for anothei as relativeprices change. The cost of living is invariant to such shifts; the cost of !ivingconcept will be the primary frame of reference for the discussion in this paper.Superficially it would appear that the cost of living
framework extends in alogical fashion to the case in which the consumer bundle of goods includes bothpublic goods and goods sold on the private marketplace. In the fourth section ofthis paper we undertake to explain in what sense such an extension is valid.First we must deal with a variety of ancillary questions that caused me a good dealof confusion, and that have not been discussed in an integrated fashion in connec.tion with the problems of developing indices of consumer welfare.

2. CONCEPTUAL ISSUES IN THE MEASUREMENT
OF CONSUMER PRICES IN THEPunLfc SECTOR

Uuits of Pub/ic Goods and Services

Unfortunately the quantity of public goods and services is not always explicitlydefined. While the out put of postal services can easily be measured in units com-parable to private industry (number of letters delivered, total letter-miles ofservices producedj, the units of output in other areas--e.g. education, health,and police serviceshave not been Completely specified and widely recognized.Ancillary to measurement of COL including government units of outputmust be conceptualized and quantities of output measured.

Qua/it)' Change

A second issue in the computation of a cost of living index that spans bothpublic and private goods is Change in the quality of the good or service delivered(Grijjches 1971). Over the period since World War II we have seen significantchanges in a variety of public services that must be regarded as a shift in the qualityof service rendered:
1. In national affairs the space program appears as a new commodity in themix of the governrne product.
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2 In transportation the development of the freeway network represents a

shift in the quality of transportation. due to its limited access, high-speed

design characteristics. (ihe same change in design ippears to he associated

With a downwards shift in the risk of traflic fatalities [or cacti vehicle-mite).

3. We have also seen Jiangcs in the quality of the environment, both neat lye

and positive. Solid waste disposal standards adopted beginning in 1968

imply that trash and garbage arc being subjected to less polluting disposal.

()n the other hand, increasing use of outdoor recreation facilities has implied

increased congestion, queues, and environmental degradation in public

parks and recreation areas (CF. US. Council of Environmental Quality,

1972.)
Each of these examples points to the fact that a quality dimension is an extremely

signhlicant part of the public sector output. More miles of road. days of school

children taught. or letters delivered are not valued in the same ltshioit by the

consumer as decreases in road congestion. increases in achievement scores of high

school graduates, or reductions in the elapsed time for the delivery of mail.

The implication of changes in the quality of public services is that a study of

the cost of living including government must he careful to include measures of the

quality of government output as well as the quantity in the measurement of the

utility function. (Perhaps the only area where some serious efforts along these

lines arc being made is in the field of medical care.) Where explicit measurement of

quality can not be included in the measurement process. we must be clear that

statistics which treat the government services of 1974 equivalent to service of

1948 or 1929 are based on some reasonable evidence.

Fortunately, a number of investigations in a variety of areas offer suggestions

on how the quality of public services can be assessed. Continuing studies in the

field of transportation have lead to a precise theory concerning the relationship

between congestion and the utility of consumption of transport services to the

public (Mohring, 1972). Such work can be extended to the public's use of other

public facilities. A second type of investigation has investigated the quality of

interaction between public agencies and their clientele (Handler and Hollings-

worth, 1971). Other studies have made a beginning on the cost of compliance with

the law to the individual consumer (Willis, 1969).

Several recent studies have treated the quality of government services as a

joint product achieved by distributing a level of government service expenditure

over a population (Inman, 1971 Borcherding and Deacon, 1972; and Bergstrom

and Goodman. 1973). That is, the following assumptions are made:

Government services are subject to congestion as more persons are

served.
Increasing expenditure can offset congestion so that

= qN

where f denotes expenditures for government services, q is the quality of the

service enjoyed and N is the population served.' 0 ( = 0 is the pure

Alteritalivety q may be interpreted as a quantity however, that inlerpretation implies that

production oF services is less efficient as population served rises. This appeals less plausible than the

interpretation in the text.
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public good I is the pure private good, distributed iii an egalitarj,1This solution to the problem ef1ct i vely assumes it a way, and will he adeq ii ate foronly a limited number of public services 'hat have substitutes in the Private marketor can be rationed by some, albeit expensive, price mechauisri'

The Production Function for Public Outputs

This last point naturally lcds to the question of how public goods are pro.duced. On close examination we find that many public services are in fact inter.mediate goods that must he combined with inputs from the household before avalued output is created. The road is worthless in the absence of consumer invest.ment in automobiles. In pricing the cost of living including governe then, wemust be careful to treat Intermediate goods as such. We wish to price the cost ofliving that at one time may include access to work on an interurban (with capi(supplied by a regulated monopoly) and at another will include a substantialconsumer investment in cars alongside public investment in roadways

The Price u/ Pithlje Goods

Having come this far, and having decided that we must measure the units ofoutput of public services received by a consumer, the quality of those services andthe degree to which consumer goods are an intermediate product input into theproduction of government outputs, we are now in a position to examine theconcept of "cost" or "price" to the consumer for public output.Some services of govcrnmcn5 are priced. However,
charges Collected bygovernment are seldom a user fee that Corresponds to the market price for privatelyproduced commodities The price of services, such as water supply, may reflectthe full cost to the municipality of providing the service, hut such prices fail toinclude the subsidy that arises from Federal tax exemption of interest on municipalbonds or the subsidy that the municipal government obtains from exemption fromthe local property tax. Pricing of roads and bridges, in particular, has been faultedfor failing to include the true social cost ofcongestion Lastly, few if any governmententerprises include a "normal" rate of return on their capital stock.Explicit priced set by government will not reflect the cost of the majority ofpublic goods received by the Consumer. Even for municipalities, who rely on feesand charges for a larger portion of their finances than higher level governments,the ratio of charges to taxes is about one-fifth (Mushkin 1972, Table 1.5).Lacking an indication of price in the fees charged by government, we mustconstruct a substitute. Let us call the substitute a cost of output measure. Con-siderable progress is being made in this area. Cost functions have been derived fora number of local

government services (Morris, 1973; Rieuw, 1972; Hirsch, 1973,Hirsch, 1972). Unfortunately, most of the studies to date have dealt with cross-sections that give some perspective on the differences in cost of production indifferent geographical areas with little control for the differences in quality ofservices. Geographical differences in cost do not reflect movement along a produc-tion function in a particular locality. Moreover it is clear that in some services.
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economies of scak exist over a limited range of provision. so that the niceties of
production under constant returns to scale do not generally apply.2

Another difficulty compounds the problem of scale economies. The produc-

Lion of government services takes place in a variety of market areas. School

districts have one local market area, sewage treatment services another, while some

services, such as hospitals may lack a clearly defined market area or clientele.

If the production function is, in fact, not homothetic, dealing with aggregates of

input costs over several districts, or the smallest commensurable unit, will result
in assigning the wrong weights to districts that operate in a range of decreasing

costs relative to those that are constant cost. I feel this is a serious problem.
Even after the problems besetting the measurement of cost of government

services have been resolved, a measure of the cost of living including government is

still not defined. Government services are not equally consumed by all segments

of the population, nor are they equally financed by all segments of the population.

The problems involved in evaluating the benefits and costs of public service are

familiar to each of us who has dabbled in studies of the incidence of government.

(A careful review of the issues, and discussion of the problems of valuing redistribu-
tional expenditures appears in Neenan, et al., (1974), assessing the net benefit of

the fisc.)

Incidence of the Public Fisc and its Relation to the Pricing of Public Services

At this point in time there are two threads to the literature in public finance

concerning incidence: the voluntary exchange (Lindahi) theory of fiscal equilibrium

and the median voter theory of equilibrium. In the voluntary exchange theory
voters (or their representatives) are assumed to bargain in the trading of votes until

a Pareto-optimal solution is reached. The solution is characterized by two condi-
tions: (1)tax shares of the cost of government are allocated to individuals in accord

with their marginal valuation of government product; and (2) the marginal social
benefit of government summed over all individuals is exactly equal to the cost of
private goods foregone at the margin (Foley, 1970). This model fails to capture
reality for several reasons. Sizeable transactions costs in achieving a bargain
have not yet been incorporated into the theory. Impure public goods (subject to
congestion) imply that a coalition of voters may achieve an increase in their own

utility by threat of withdrawal from the group. When effective, the threat leaves the

remaining voters in disequilibrium and the Pareto optimal solution does not lie

in core (Ellickson, 1973).
The theory of the median voter is less demanding than the theory of Lindahi

equilibrium. It gives us less information and has its own limitations. Certain types
of strategic behavior (side-payments and vote trading) can not be admitted. The
theory assumes that voter preferences on expenditure issues can be monotonicaily

ranked in relation to income (see Bergstrom and Goodman, 1973).

If we accept the assumptions of the Lindahl equilibrium, then the price of

public goods to each citizen voter is the product of his tax share and the marginal

2 Providing that the production function is linear and homogeneous. however, a axed weight index
exists that relates the cost of the factor inputs to the cost of the service being rendered. This is the basis

on which Begstrom and Goodman, 1973. obtain their estimates o1ost of government services.
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cost of production of the public service. Furthermore, the
citizen-voter is inequilibrium. so that observations on all individuals can be used to arrive at

estimates of a utility function. If we accept the assumptions
underlying the theory

of the median voter, we admit a broader scope for the public sector but we mustaccept that only the median voter on a particular issue s in equilibrium.
In thatcase only the commodity bundle consumed by the median voter is relevant for theestimation of a utility function. The price of public services is the tax share of themedian voter times the cost of production of the unit of the public good. Hence-

forth, I use the term tax price of public services to refer to this product.The usefulness of the theory of the median voter will be discussed further inthe fourth section of the paper. For the moment, the argument can be summarizedby stating that some assumptions can be made that lead to dear conclusions about(I) the tax price of public services to individual consumers and (ii) the suitability ofinformation from consumers as a basis for estimating a utility function.Jurisdiction

One additional issue must be raised before we can proceed to a discussion ofestimating public prices. Public goods and services
are delivered by a Federalsystem that admits substantial variation in the quality and quantity of local publicservices delivered in any particular

geographic location. Heterogeneity of service
levels in an area, and indeed heterogeneity of service over the whole country,create a situation in which consumer equilibrium is established jointly by a decisionto locate in one of several political

jurisdictions and the purchase of a bundle ofconsumption goods. The nature of this political and economic equilibrium was
best described by Ellickson, 1971. It is not clear that an equilibrium can be reachedwhen redistributional functions are mandated to local levels of government(Rothenberg, 1970 and Bradford and Kelegian, 1973).The implication of these ideas is that a cost of living index must adequatelydeal with changes in the cost of migration including deadweight loss from thesale of housing in less attractive areas, the unemployment

associated with reloca-
tion, and the cost of acquiring

information about public services in alternativejurisdictions. A COL index for families with fixed places of residence will beinadequate.
Secondly, the existence of variation in service levels across jurisdictions,

variation in the cost of producing public services in different jurisdictions, andvariations in the tax share of the median voter in different
jurisdictions implythat an index of tax prices must either be disaggregated over jurisdictions, or must

pool data over jurisdictions that may be regarded as similar with respect to localconditions of the public sector.
This second point parallels the concern expressed by Reid that the nationalCPI can not relate to a meaningful concept of consumer welfare, when regionalvariation in the cost of housing and food implies moderate and changing geo-graphical differentials in the price indices for different areas.Summary

This review of issues lays Out the problems that must be solved ifmeasurement
of COL including government is to proceed successfully. Units of public output
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must be conceptualized and quantities of output must be measured. Quality

change must be adequately researched; production functions must be estimated to

arrive at meaningful cost functions; the consonance between public choice an

consumer equilibrium must be made clear; and the role ofjurisdictiOfl in providing

heterogeneous prices for heterogeneous bundles of public goods must be clarified.

Before proceeding to discuss the steps that must be taken to implement COL

indices, it seems appropriate to demonstrate that the CPI is not an adequate proxy

for a cost of living indicator including government services.

3. ADEQUACY OF TUE CPI FOR MEASURING THE PRICI OF GOVERNMENT SERVICES

Current Treatment

Though each of us isfamiliar with the methodology of the CPI, it may be

useful to review the treatment of the government sector in that price index, to

remind us of the problems that others have long since recognized.3 First, the CPI

makes no explicit provision for the output of government unless it is sold (as in

the case of services of municipal utilities).
Secondly, goods purchased on the market are priced at market prices includ-

ing indirect (sales, customs, and excise) taxes. The portion of taxes inducing market

price changes will be reflected in the price index.
Thirdly, the index omits taxes that are levied on individual income, transfers

of wealth, and the unshifted portions of the corporate income, payroll, and business

property taxes.
This treatment has been discussed and criticized by Kessel and Hansen.

Kessel (1961), in his staff paper to the Stigler Commission, pointed out that the

principal use of the Consumer Price Index is to measure a level of well-being for

the consumer by pernhitting the computation of real wages. He then went on to

indicate that the index is asymmetric in its treatment of taxes. Wages are measured

at factor prices; goods are measured at market prices, including indirect taxes.

A change in the structure of taxation induces a change in the measure of the real

wage. As indirect taxes rise, the CPI measure increases while money wages and

government activity may remain constant. The resulting apparent fall in real wages

does not reflect a true change in the cost of living (although the shift of direct into

indirect taxes may imply marked changes in the distribution of welfare for some

individuals in the society).
Hansen (1958) also comments on this peculiarity as he attempts to answer the

question: Should the price indicator used for stabilization purposes include or

exclude taxes? Apart from the cosmetic problem that the stabilizing taxes are

reflected in the index being monitored for stability, Hansen concludes that full

inclusion of both direct and indirect taxes is less arbitrary than partial inclusion

and perhaps superior to the complete ommissiofi of the government sector from a

consumer price index.

The standard references on CPI methodology are U.S. Department Labor (1971), Stigter (1961).

and U.S. Bureau of the Census (1968).
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Structural Changes in the Public Sector

The merit of Hansen and Kcssels observations is clear when one examines therecent history of the government sector in the U.S. Six relevant pOtflts may bemade:
1. The share of government in the national product has increased

markedly(Expenditures for goods and services rose from 13.() percent of NNP i1948 to.24.2 percent in 1972).
2, The share of the state and local governments in exhaustive

spending bygovernment has also increased, from 47.7 percent in 1948 to 590 percentin 1972.

Transfer payments by the government also increased markedly.The social insurance component of those transfers
was fInanced by largeincreases in payroll taxes that reduce the share of income taxes. Payrolltaxes increased from 10.4 percent of Federal budgetary

receipts in 1948 to27.6 percent in 1972.
At the State and Local level, adoptions of income taxes have sharplyincreased the reliance of those governments on direct tax sources. In 19484.t percent of State and Local revenues were derived from individualincome taxes; in 1971 12.5 percent came from that source.Lastly, Federal government transfers to State and Local levels of govern-ment have increased rapidly. so that a smaller fraction of State and Localgovernment product is financed by locally raised revenue.4 In 1948 suchgrants were 11.3 percent of receipts: in 1971 grants-in-aid

were 26.5percent.
What do these changes imply for the utility of the CPI calculation?I. Increasing the relative scope of government implies that the proportion ofgoods and services consumed by the household explicitly treated by the CPI hasfallen. Pricing is directly germane to a smaller and smaller proportion of theconsumer's real goods and services consumed. We need to ask if this is a desirablesituation.

The increase in the State and Local share of expenditures for governmentproduct implies that the heterogeneity of service levels and qualities becomes amore serious question for index number construction.The increase in transfer payments to individuals raises the interestingquestionshould a real benefit of transfers be ascribed to the high-income voters whoaltruistically yield factor income to alleviate poverty (1-Iochman and Rodgers,1970, Smolensky, ci al. 1974).
The increased role of payroll taxes in the Federal

government sector increasesthe degree to which market pricing reflects the cost of that sector to the extent thatsuch taxes are shifted forward to the consumer. That effect is offset by expansion ofthe Federal sector and associated income taxes so that conclusions concerningimpact on real wage measurement depend on empirical values and cannot bedetermined a priori.

The corollary is that the localcost or expanding State and local Government output has ralI..
because of matching

grants. At the same time the tax price
to the citizen-voter is less as the proportion

or taxpayers itemizing property ta deductions has increased.
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The increased reliance by state and local governments on income taxation

unambiguously reduces the extent to which cost of that government product is

reflected in the CII.
The increase in Federal aid Lu state and local governnlcnls imphes an un-

ambiguous decrease in the extent to which local government services arc priced

in connection with the CPI, although the effect for the aggregate of all government

services will depend, as is suggested by point 4 above, on the change in the pro-

portion of the Federal sector that is priced in connection with CPI.

Table l reflects the combined effects on these various trends on the degree to

which the market price assumptions of the CPI implicitly reflect changes in the

cost of government

TABLE I

INCLUSION 01 1 lIE (30V1RflMENT SECTOR IN TIlE Cl'l

Ratio of Excise.
Customs, Social

Insurance Contri-
Ratio of Excise

butionv and Corporate Ratio ol Excise and Customs to

Sector Tax Accruals to Customs to Purchases of (ioods

and Year Total Receipts Total Receipts and Ser. Ices

As there is probably no cortsensus on the best way to estimate implicit

coverage of government by the CPI, several comparisons are included in the Table.

Price effects of government finance are most completely represented in the CPI
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Federal Government
1929 0.660 0.306 0.922

0.718
1934 0.821 0.605

0.425
1939 0.794 0.323

0.063
1944 0.405 0.137

0.395
1949 0.583 0.204

1954 0544 0.151 0.203
0.232

1959 0.554 0J39
0.241

1964 0.574 0.136
0.184

1969 0.516 0.092
0.182

1972 0.524 0.083

Ratio
Less
and

Total

of Receipts
Personal Income
Estate Taxes to

Receipts

Ratio of Receipts Less
PcronaI and Corporate
Income Taxes and Estate
Taxes to Total Receipts

State and Local Governments
1929 0.959 0.939

1934 0.973 0.958

1939 0.962 0.943

1944 0.950 0.903

1949 0.945 0.908

1954 0.943 0.911

1959 0931 0.897

1964 0.914 0.880

1969 0.880 0.843

1972 0.853 0.815



if all corporate income tax levies and employment taxes are Shifted lorward toconsumers. Thus indirect taxes, payroll taxes and corporate income levies must headdcd to measure the proportion of tax receipts represented ill the CPI for bothFederal and State and Local levels of government. The second columii of theIIt)I illustiates the proportion of the government sector that is
included in the

CPI when no payroll or corporate tax shifting is assumed.
The post-war decline in the fraction of Federal revenues represented in the

CPI immediately raises the question "Is total receipts a proper magnitude tocompare with included revenues?" The historical growth in Federal transfer
payments to individuals suggests that total receipts is perhaps an excessively large
measure to use for a divisor.5

The third column of the table relates Federal excise and customs revenues to
Federal purchases of goods and services. That comparison provides a measure ofthe extent to which expenditures on the national product are reflected in the
('P1. This measure also indicates that taxes included in the ('P1 decline in relationto direct expenditures of the Federal Government.' The lower rank of Table I
shows calculations comparable to those for the Federal government sector for the
State and local government sector. By any of the measures in Table I the CPIimplicitly rellects a decreasing proportion of the total cost of government desiredby the citiien voter over the period 1929-1972. Direct taxes clearly finance alarger fraction of Federal expenditures so that the market price convention mirrorsa smaller portion of Federal government activity than State and local activity.In both cases, the market price serves as an indicator of government cost only to the
extent that full forward shifting ol' indirect taxes, payroll taxes, and property taxesoccurs.

Using the ('Pt as a proxy for a COL index including
government suffers fromanother difficulty: namely, so long as public output is not measured one cannot

determitie whether increasing expenditures for public goods represent rising costskr fixed levels of service, constant costs for increasing levels of service, or increased
costs associated with quality change in the goods being delivered.

The importance of this latter point is made clear in the indices of governmentperformance recently released by the Enter-agency Task Force on MeasuringFederal Government Productivity (1973). The Task Force has made detailedanalyses of the resources required to produce a variety of intermediate outputswithin the Federal
government. (Vouchers processed, number of checks issued, andsimilar measures of work activity were taken as the measures of intermediate

government product.) The index of wage expenditure rose rapidly. This is theexpenditure magnitude implicitly included in the CPI. Over the six-year period ofmeasurement wage expenditures rose to I 5 percent of their base period value.However. output also rose, to 113 percent of its base period value. Hence the

Rccer,t theoretk,sl speculation on the optimal Ieel of redistribution contests such a siew.Hochm. and Rodgers tt97O argue that the tesel of Federal transfer jsmenis is a component of the'eslor of public goods nd er ices that ought to he concluded in the utiIit function.A comparable computation for state and local goernments is not sho n. as iflier.gos ernmentaltransfers financed h direct Federal t;ses must show that the proportion of tax burden measured bythe CPI has declined esen more raptdl in relation to outla of lesser go%ernmenis.
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appropriate index of cost of output rose to only 140 percent of the base period

value.7 See Table 2.

IABLF2

EXPENDITURE VERSUS COST 0 OUTPUTFEDERAL GOVERNMLNT PR0DUCTIV1I SAMPLE

Source Inter-Agency Task Force (l973, 65

4. MEASURING THE CosT OF LIvING. INCLUSIVE OF PUBLIC GOODS AND SERVICFS

The steps that must be taken to produce a COL index that includes public

goods and services are outlined in this section. The likelihood of success in such

an undertaking is evaluated. A strategy for research emerges from the discussion.

The principal problem in constructing a COL index is to estimate the para-

meters of the consumer's utility function. According to the theory of revealed

preference such estimates can be derived from observations on consumers who are

in equilibrium. Unfortunately most citizen-voters are in disequilibrium with

respect to the quantity of public goods provided, unless the voting mechanism

approximates the voluntary exchange mechanism of Lindahl. If not, it is only the

median voter who is in equilibrium with respect to both public and private con-

sumption.
Consider the community of citizens with private consumption c and govern-

nient consumption x. The utility to the median voter of any combination is

U(c, x). In the theory of the median voter, the citizen who casts the swing vote on a

quantitative issue of budget determination is in a position to determine the level

of x and the tax price m that he pays for public services. Bargaining among voters

assures that the ratio of private good price to the tax price on the median voter

equals his marginal rate of substitution. The median voter can be regarded as a

maximizing consumer who is in equilibrium in all markets. (Ellickson, 1970).

As a consequence of his role in determining the size of the government sector,

the median voter is also free to vary the structure of taxation in any way that he

wishes. However, the voting power of the community implies that he cannot reduce

his share of taxation without also reducing the size of the government sector and

conversely. Therefore it is appropriate to write the budget constraint of the median

voter as:
= PC + t,X

These calculations assume a labor theory of value in which the capital cost of output moves !fl

proportion to direct labor costs.
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Fiscal
Year

Wage
Expenditure

Wage/
Man-Yeai Output

Current
Dollar Unit
Labor Cost

1967 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

1968 108.3 104.3 105.1 103.1

1969 118.1 111.9 107.9 109.5

1970 132.0 125.2 110.9 119.0

1971 147.1 140.1 112.3 130.9

1972 157.9 152.1 112.8 140.0



where the prices of consumer goods are measured at factor cos
thesum of income and net dissaving of the median voter; ç, is the "tax price' ofpublic consumption.

To estimate the utility function we require data Ofl tm' Pj and the share of thebudget ofthe median 'oter that is expended on each public and private CommodityThat is. we require p1e/ },, and lmX/}',,,. Over time the same individual is flo neces-sarily the median voter, but this causes no problems if the utility functiofl is idenhicti!for all citi/.erl-voters in the community. At any instant of time only one citi,en.voter is the median voter with respect to Federal decisions. To identify the para-meters of a utility function that includes the Federal Sector, time series data areobviously required. The budget shares cannot be derived from aggregates as weare interested in the expenditures shares of the median individual. (While it may hepossible to approximate the truth by assuming that the median voter is the con-sumer with median income, skewness in the distribution of
expenditures makes itimpossible to assume that the median equals the mean in expenditures)

conclude that for the immediate future research effort on the Federal sectorhad best be directed towards measures of the cost of governnie,t p, in a frame-work that is not linked to cost of living indicators.
For the State and local sector a much brighter picture emerges Cross-section data, such as the Survey of Consumer

Expenditures (CES), give budgetshare information for a number of median voters in different jurisditj0s$ (Suchdata are observations on particular households living in particular jurisdictions.)At the municipal level there are a sufficient number of indepcndeiit choices of thelevel of government output, that we can estimate the utility function from a singlecross section. For state governments several cross-sections can be pooled to givethe requisite data, The micro.data in the CES will give information on privatebudget shares, while regularly collected Census of Government information giveslocal public expenditure information. The missing data are the tax shares t/p,and p the cost of producing government output. The former must be evaluated byincidence analysis; the latter, by studies of government cost functions.Incidence analysis requires both the measurement of direct and indirecttaxes paid and an estimate of the effect of shifting of business taxes and payrolltaxes on the median voter. While the former are already partly included in thedata bases collected for obtaining the quantity weights of the CPI, the estimates ofshifting are not directly measurable, and are not derivable froma set of assumptionsthat will be easily agreed upon by the economi profession. Nonetheless, a numberof efforts to measure incidence of tax burdens indicates that some ad hoc principlescan be used to solve the problem (Tax Foundation 1966; Musgrave, 1951;Pechman and Okner, 1974; and Reynolds
and Smolensky, 1974).The measure of public output is clearly a far more difficult problem. However,there appear to be numerous areas where proxies for output can be generated.The value of time and its relation to the value of transport services ha.s beenwell explored (Mohring, 1972 and Walters, 1968). The valuation of user-days at

The median voter can be identified dAretly by studying attitudes towards expenditure and taxmeasures (M ueller, 1963). However the assumption that the median voter is the individual with medianIncome (Bergstrom and Goodman. 1973) is probably not tOo far from the truth.
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recreational sites has been repeatedly attempted (Clawson and Knetsch, 1966;

see also Cicchetti, 1971 for a "pure" application of this technique)

In other cases one may argue that the public output is not directly measurable.

hut that externalities are inverse functions of the level of public provision. Thus the

accident and death rates per vehicle mile travelled constitute an inverse measure

of the output of public services from highway transport. The expected value of

fire damage and theft constitute measures of the inverse of the value of public

emergency services.
It would appear that a moderate research effort could reveal the utility

function for local government services. Bergstrom and Goodman (1973) have

already done some work on the tax shares, but have not set their estimates of

demand functions in a framework in which elasticities of substitution between

public and private goods can be estimated (Christensen, Jorgenson, and Lau,

1973). This is vital for the purpose that we have in mind.

A second conceptual problem is created by the fact that we have ignored the

quality of public outputs. I feel that failure to recognize quality explicitly in the

utility function and in the measurement of costs of production will be extremely

misleading. What is required is to estimate a production surface in which quality

and intensity of public output are joir tly related to the inputs of labor and capital.9

If, as most students of the public sectDr assume, government activity is a superior

good, then it is clear that an incentive exists to substitute additional quality for

quantity as income rises. Recent work on the estimation of production functions

with joint outputs, by Hasenkamp (1973) gives us methodology to handle the

problem. What is lacking in general are the data.
To summarize, some immediate progress on the estimation of utility functions

appears possible for the lesser governments in our Federal system. The first

priority for research is definition of units of output and systematic work on govern-

ment cost functions. A second priority is to determine the tax shares of median

voters. Maintenance of a cost of living index will require annual updating of these

variables and measurement of the private expenditure shares of the median voters

through a vehicle such as the present Consumer Expenditure Survey.

I am less sanguine about progress at the Federal level, or progress on the

estimation of joint quality-quantity production functions, as we have so little

data in these areas. An alternative approach to measuring the welfare impact of the

public sector will be discussed in the remainder of the paper.

5. A DIRECT MEASURE OF COST OF LIVING INCLUDING GOVERNMENT

Construction of Measures of Cost of Living From Surveys

An alternative to pricing the public sector in the manner described above, is

to develop a direct measure of satisfaction with government and deduce changes

in the cost of a fixed level of living from that index.

In principle we are interested itt measuring the change in the money value of

the budget constraint of individuals who (a) are in equilibrium at two points in

Bergstrom-Goodman and BorcherdingDeacOn finesse the problem by (a) assuming a fixed

coefficients production function relating quality to public output and (b) deleting quantity variables

from the utility function.
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time and who (h) report no change in the satisfaction derived from their level ofliving. I would like to explore how this idea can he applied
flicaslire Welfareassociated with the public sector.

In his quarter!y surveys Katotia has used several simple questions to definechanges in personal financia! sitnattonc. Similar que;tion; can be used
whether a given household is generally better or worse ofT than a year ago. Those
who report no change satisfy (b) above. This group can thcl) be asked to scale theiropinions on the government sector. Using questions similar to those

developed byMueller (1963) it is possible to rank individuals according to their
willingness topay additional taxes to support additional services)0 Conversely it is Possible todetermine the strength of desires to reduce services in order to Cut taxes. Theindividuals who rank themselves as unwilling to extend or reduce the governmsector are in equilibrium with respect to government; they satisfy
Condition (a)above. The target group, who are in equilibrium in personal

CCOflOflI dimensionsand in equilibrium with respect to the scope of government, is displayed
in Figure I.

A
B

Personal Target In Equilibrium
Economic Group With Respect to
Equilibrium Scope of Government

Figure I

In the target group income can be measured for the current year and the prioryear. I will define the direct cost of living as the median ratio of income in thecurrent and prior years for the target group. (If it is preferred, savings can heexcluded from the ratio, by measuring
consumption and taxes paid, but themeasurement or those quantities is more difficult and less reliable than income.)The direct cost of living can be measured annually. The ratios obtained overa period of time can be linked to a fixed base to give an index of the cost of livingincluding governme

Feasjhjljt1.

isa direct measure of cost of living feasible? I believe it is. The problems thatwill develop fall into four categories: sampling, development of scales, extractionof an equilibrjI group, and measurenent of the consumer budget constraint (i.e.,income) The first and last problems are thoroughly discussed in the literature Oil!O A more recent msurement
unfortunately, neglected o test opini on spending againstwillingness to raise taxes. See Katona Ct al. (1970). The most recent findings (Curtin and Cowan, 19751include 1973 data

comparable to the 1961 Mueller data.
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household survey data and need not occupy us here (Hureau of Census, 1968 and

Lansing and Morgan. 1971).
Development of a scale for defining personal economic equilibrium does

not appear to be a major obstacle. It is true that the development of a scale entails

measuring an attitude, a state of mind of consumers, in a replicable and reliable

fashion. A quarter of a century of experience in this area gives us some idea of the

feasibility of attitude measurement, in a variety of dimensions that relate to the

problem before us today. The most pertinent measurements ate included in the

Index of Consumer Sentiment, that has regularly been measured by the University
of Michigan Survey Research into a component that pertains to personal financial

dimensions, that are of interest to us here, and more general perceptions of business
conditions.

The Gallup organization reports another type of attitudinal measurement that
bears on the cost of living problem. Since 1946 samples of U.S. adults have been
asked "What is the smallest amount of money a family of four needs (weekly) to
get along in this community?" Table 3 indicates the mean of those reports, histor-
ically and by community size. The reports have face validity, reflecting both an

increase in perceptions of need greater than the corresponding changes in the CPI
and a differentiation between the costs for urban dwellers and more rural areas

(Rainwater, 1973).

TABLE 3

GALLUP "GET ALONG" WEEKLY AVF.RAGLS BY COMMUNITY Stz

Up to 100.000 in 1946-51 2,500 to 49.999 in 1951-54.

2 100,000 to 499.999 in 1946--SI.
5000,000 and over in 1946-54.
Not available until 1957.

Source: Rainwater(1973). 234.
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Farm
and
Rural

Up
to

49.999

50.000
to

4999992

500,000
to

999,9993

1.000,000
and

above4 CPI

S S S S S

January 1946 35.27 42.13 45.34 52.61 58.5

August-December 1947 36.66 45.88 48.83 53.74 66.9

June 1948 43.29 50.84 54.83 61.31 72.1

May 1949 38.65 49-24 52.81 59.32 71.4

February 1950 40.42 52.51 52.58 52.01 72.1

April-December 1951 44.01 57.84 62.58 64.38 77.8

October 1952 51.12 62.59 66.06 74.98 79.5

March 1953 48.48 62.55 66.67 59.79 801

April 1954 54.44 62.88 65.34 63.70 80.5

November 1957 62.07 69.45 83.39 90.10 75.18 80.2

May 1958 55.00 69.39 74.45 84.10 70.42 86.6

August 1959 66.97 76.42 81.73 97.21 95.50 87.3

August 1960 63.77 79.50 87.25 96.82 82.32 88.7

January 1961 68.72 80.30 88.50 91.99 100.75 89.6

January 1962 71.43 72.99 87.02 92.24 101.28 90.6

April 1963 69.26 78.56 87.77 89.19 99.83 91.7

November 1964 74.08 81.60 86.26 93.56 99.42 92.9

December 1967 92.81 101 115.50 115.83 127.73 100.0

February-October 1969 103.32 109.65 121.80 139.73 142.66 109.8



Other measurements of attitudes dearly demonstrate the ability to (lOcurnen,important changes in the public perception of its economic and Political
institu.lions. Cantril developed a technique tr documenting perception of persomtl well.being that has documented the consumer's sense of progress, a technique

thatcan be used to establish the equilibrium group of Figure I (Watts and Free,1973, 22-26). Gallup questions on the effectiveness of inStitutions
has receivedgreat publicity in recent months due to the fall in the esteem accorded Congressand the Presidency. The same type of perceptions are documented in the Centerfor Political Studies' index of Trust in government which reflected the seriousdeterioration in public confidence in government accompanying the credibilitycrisis associated with the Vietnam War.

These various attitudinal indices are mentioned to indicate that attitudemeasurement is no will 0' the wisp and can be linked to important
structuralchanges in political economy. Indeed, recent work by Struempel

(1973, 1974)suggests models for the interrelationships between
measures offinancial satisfactjo

arid the real economic condition of the family. The considerable research in thisarea indicates that households can make year-to-year comparisons of theirpersonal economic situation.
The more difficult question is whether a measurement technique can bedevised that accurately reflects the equilibrium or disequilibrium of an individualwith respect to the scope of govcrnmenl activity. Mueller (1963) concludes thatmany people do not have a well-defined concept of government activity, and willgive responses that must be viewed as contradictory when one evaluates theirimplications fer the government budget constraint. These conclusions imply thata battery of questions is required to discriminate individuals with active consensusto government activity from others whose responses reflect noise. On the moreoptimistic side numerous investigators have demonstrated that it is possible toobtain measures of satisfaction with the activities of Federal, State and localgovernments and that these measures record important shifts in priorities forgovernment activity (Cf. Watts and Free, 1973; Nation's Cities, 1971).

The development of a measure of the equilibriun of the individual withrespect to government thus requires careful conceptual groundwork. This shouldnot discourage such measurements. We have not arrived at a measure of unemployment rates without arbitrary definitions of the survey week, and part-timeworkers. Analogously, definition of an equilibrium group for the direct measureof cost of living will require a decision on how to differentiate among the activitiesof different levels of government, how to elicit the margin between the individual'spreferred role for government and its current role, and in what way to confront theindividual with the trade-offs required among programs or between public andprivate activity.
The job of framing questions and scales is feasible, but it is not trivial.The extraction of an equilrbriun group can be tackled at a variety ol levels ofsophistication The most primitive would be to define the dimensions of Figure 1in terms of responses to a nested group of questions. Such a procedure runs thedanger that persons with Inconsistent responses or poorly defined preferences aremisclassified. An errors-invariables model suggests that it may be useful to modelthe data with a factor analysis (Hauser and Goldberger, 1971 and Goldberger and
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Joreskog, 1972.) The resultant scaling of the underlying measures could then be

used to identify the equilibrium set.

Desirub july

A direct measure of the cost of living appears to have a high priority in the

arsenal of policy-related measures of the economy. Perhaps the most convincing

argument in its favor is to consider the alternatives. Earlier in this paper I argued

that a cost of living measure was unlikely to be implemented to include the Federal

government. Lack of measures of output quantity and quality forestall a com-
prehensive approach to the tax price of that sector. The Inter-Agency Task Force

on Productivity has shown us that some progress on measuring the cost of inter-

mediate government products can be made, but for less than half of the employ-

ment in the Federal sector. This does not seem like a promising way to relate cost

of government to the consuming public. Continued dependence on the deflator for

government goods and services appears an equally unreasonable approach.
given the known changes in the quality of government services that we have

experienced and can continue to expect (U.S.-OBE (1955)).
Another class of arguments in favor of a direct measure of the cost of living

lies in the externalities provided by a continuing series of measurements on the

consumer's satisfaction with government activity and taxation. Continuing
measurements by the Inter-University Consortium for Political Research have
demonstrated that it is possible to quantify a secular decline in the public trust in

government and their confidence that government is acting in the interest of the

average citizen. The lack of comparable data on the willingness of the public to

support government activities with additional tax dollars, and satisfaction with

the tax structure has made it possible for a variety of special interest groups to
conduct polls of public opinion with respect to government activity. Lacking

standards of comparison it has been impossible to validate or disprove the finding

of such polls.
A particularly offensive instance of this type of data collection was undertaken

by the Advisory Commission of Inter-Governmental Relations (1973). The study

failed to distinguish random response from strongly held opinion and confused

policy issues at several levels of government. Its use of fixed responses strongly

suggests an intention to lead response in particular directions.
I cite the ACIR study because it appears to me that a continuing data collec-

tion effort directed at direct measures of cost of living would create a vehicle to

which policy questions on the scope of government and method of financing

government might easily be added. Lack of continuing measurements of public

preferences relating to the government sector creates a perilous gap in policy-

relevant knowledge. Time series measurements are mandatory, as the connotation

of questions in this area cannot be defined as precisely as questions about income.

We will learn to improve our nieasurementS only by doing, and criticizing the

results of past efforts.

6. CoNcLuSIONS

Three conclusions can be drawn from this analysis. First, a pressing need

exists to invest in the creation of welfare indicators that reflect government activity
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fully and explicitly. The post-war erosion of the degree to which government is
reflected in the CPJ casts teal doubts on the advisahihty of' using that index as a
proxy for a cost of living index. Yet we are being pushed in that direction by chronic
inflation, measured without correction for improvements in the quantity orquality of government.

A second conclusion is that we are unlikely to make a rapid breakthrough in
explicitly representing the Federal sector in a cost of living index as output mea-
sures do not exist and a time series approach will be required to measure the pref-
erence function of the median voter. As an alternative, a direct measure of the cost
of living can be obtained from regular surveys of consumer satisfaction with the
public sector. Enough experience has been assembled on this problem, so that apilot program of measurement can be undertaken. The science of attitudinal
measurement has advanced to a point where results of value for policy-making canbe assumed. A commitment to undertake direct measurement of cost of livingthrough attitudinal measures for a five-year period seems to me to be the most
likely means for advancing our understanding of cost of living and its relationshipto costs of government.

The last conclusion that may be drawn from the discussion is that cost ofliving measures including the State and local government sector can be devised with
data at hand. The biggest stumbling blocks are quantification of output, up-to-date
measures of cost functions, and techniques for integrating quantity and qualityin a single production constraint. While further progress in this direction is feasible,it is less significant than work on the Federal sector. Relative to State and local
governmcji a much smaller proportion of Federal government revenue is now
implicitly represented in the CPI. In absolute terms barely half of Federal receipts
are reflected in the prices measured by the CPI, even when full forward shiftingis assumed. For this reason I again conclude that a direct, attitudinal measure ofchanges in satisfaction with government linked to changes in money income ismore likely to produce needed information concerning the consumer's level ofliving than research using more traditional data.

University of Wisconsin
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